General Knowledge
1. Which sport can alleviate tremors of Parkinson’s disease sufferers according to Japanese
report?
A) badminton
B) table tennis
C) croquet
D) boxing
2. Wax - according to cargill.com, what is the primary source of wax in the world?
A) bees - in honeycomb
B) sheep - lanolin
C) carnauba palms
D) petroleum
3. In the last four years since 2016, Australian authorities have tagged which creature and
deployed drones to reduce the risk of attacks?
A) dingo
B) jellyfish
C) wallaby
D) sharks
4. Which city at the northern tip of Sumutra was almost completely destroyed by a tsunami
during Christmas 2004?
A) Jakarta
B) Banda Aceh
C) Medan
D) Kuala Lumpur
5. The saying ‘pound of flesh’ has its origin in which of Shakespeare’s plays?
A) Henry V
B) A Midsummer Night’s Dream
C) The Merchant of Venice
D) Twelfth Night

6. Which country’s flag consists of an eagle, a snake and a cactus?
A) Peru
B) Spain
C) Mexico
D) Honduras
7. Grand Central Terminal, Park Avenue, New York is the world's
a.
b.
c.
d.

largest railway station
highest railway station
Longest railway station
Deepest railway station

8. Entomology is the study of
a.
b.
c.
d.

Behaviour of Human Beings
Insects
The formation of rocks
the meaning of words and their development over the course of history

9. Joule is the unit of
A.
B.
C.
D.

Temperature
Pressure
Energy
Heat

10. Name the character name who is Katniss Everdeen’s love interest in the Hunger Games:
Catching Fire
A) Pauly
B) Peeta
C) Patrick
D) Phil

Submit your answers to the Parish Office: clevedon@friar.org for the chance of a decent
prize (bottle of wine).
If you have enjoyed this first round and would like to find out more about this charity or
donate to the Lenten Lunch charity this year, please click on the links here:

More info: https://lifecharity.org.uk/get-involved/
Donate: https://lifecharity.org.uk/donate/

